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Design Elements of Adobe Flex 

based Rich Internet 

Application (RIA) on top of SAP 

R/3  

Reference  

WHP #2011 

Enterprises have realized that certain mobile sections of their user base use limited 

SAP functionality. Adobe based rich internet applications help these users remain 

connected to SAP application, involve validations and make real time transactions / 

updates to the SAP R/3 system. Having an online system instead of off line sync 

approach (uploading a file once back to workplace) is a big step in having a mobile yet 

online enterprise. This whitepaper describes the overall approach of how Adobe 

based Forms can be designed to meet these objectives. 



 
 
SAP R/3 is one of the most robust and extensive 

business application in the enterprise resoure 

planning segment. Its popularity is because of 

the best practises on which it is built along with 

the robust application performance even on 

peak load.  Various industry flavours of SAP add 

further enhanced and relevant features to the 

client. However one of the main drawback has 

been the front end which is too heavy to be used 

by mobile users. While Netweaver stack has 

solved the problem partially, Adobe flex based 

applications with rich user interface are common 

needs of an organization running on SAP. 

Advantages of a RIA application on SAP 

The RIA based applications have the following 

advantages 

 Quick user adaptability 

 Suited for mobile users who need to 

access application on devices 

 Data and Process validation from SAP 

 Real Time transaction in SAP  

 Save SAP license cost  

Design Elements 

Adobe flex applications leverage web-service 

calls in form BAPIs given by standard SAP. 

Adobe Flex Form

Authentication

Master Data Via BAPI Calls

Entry of maintenance 

Information

Data Validation and 

Posting via BAPI Calls

Display of 

Success / Error

Creation of Maintenance Notifications in SAP Via Adobe 

Flex Forms

Custom BAPIs can also be written to take care 

of specific requirement of the customer. The 

approach for the flex based applications is to 

ensure the system validations coming from SAP.  

Data Validation One of the primary needs of 

the customer is to have validations running 

from SAP. For example when the user opens the 

Adobe Forms the dropdowns must be 

populated from BAPI/s delivering master data 

to the dropdowns. If there are dependent 

dropdowns, then the valid combinations must 

also be coming from the BAPI call. However it 

Pagination It must be noted that the form will 

take longer to display if the data exchanged is 

high. Therefore to optimize the form 

performance, pagination must be done so that 

limited data is displayed 

Optimized BAPI Calls If you foresee that you 

have optional fields for which validations need to 

be carried out, you may want to invoke the BAPI 

calls based on event triggered by the user. For 

example only if he clicks a dropdown, the values 

get populated. We suggest that you write a few 

more custom BAPIs but don’t sacrifice the 

optimization of front end because otherwise the 

users will end up not using it at all! 

Transactions and Error Handling Once the 

user fills the necessary information, you need to 

build suitable structures and call the relevant 

BAPIs.  However in this part you must take into 

account that SAP can return you very technical 

messages. Hence you need to be considerate to 

the end users and handle messages carefully. 

Also you must keep the data exchange to the 

point and lean. You must read only the output 

parameters you need and process them.  

The end users would like to see the evidence of 

the transaction done in SAP. Hence SAP 

Document / Reference number must be 

highlighted and prominent on your Form layout. 
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Conclusions 

RIA based applications help the customers in 

enriching end users experience and lowering the 

IT Cost of the organization. 

Due to inherent data validations and real time 

processing of transactions the end users can 

work seamlessly with the SAP R/3 Backbone. 

The solution is specially suited for end users 

which use a specific / limited ERP functionality 

and hence the application development effort is 

low to medium. 
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